
 

Mae it Flow pads are made
with soft 100% cotton jersey,

fabric and thread with bamboo
padding and a heat seal non

toxic waterproofing. 

 Being all natural there is no
irritation, no rashes, 

no polyester, no nylon, no
synthetics or plastic fibres. 

Research shows natural fabric
pads can reduce

 your flow by up to 3 days and
can reduce cramping.

NOT 
All fabric pads

 are created equally

Bonus 
They are also better for the

environment as they will
biodegrade in less than 10 years.

Benefits 
Antibacterial, super

absorbent, comfortable, non
bulky, stay in position and
have appropriate colour

choices. 

      Liner Pad
For those just in case or is it almost
done times or for sneezes, coughs and
laughs times.  
19cm, holds up to 30mls
Extra long liner 30cm holds up to
30mls.

       Classic Pad
For the mainstream times or I got this,
ready to go times, everyday.
26cm, holding up to 60mls

       Super Pad
For the hold on too your hats it's
going to be a couple of days or I really
feel like a women today.
30cm, holding up to 80mls

        Superhero Pad
For the overnighters, birth givers, I
need bigger, I bleed so heavy times.
33cm, holding up to 80mls 

Sizes
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Other products

Due to the waterproofing
No softeners, No dryer, No ironing

 
Washing

Suitable for cold machine wash or
Hand washing – 

no scrubbing, light rub only
Or

Shower stomp ...... what is that? 
 Place the pad on the floor of the shower
and stomp while showering, keep away

from hair conditioner.
Hands free 😊

 
Drying

Clip one side of your pad to the press
stud on the drying ribbon and hang over
clothesline. Recommend no more than 3

together as this may cause miss
shaping.

 
 

Hand sewn & made in
Australia

How do I care for
my products

WET BAGS 
 Free easy transport

of pads
 
 

DRYING STRAPS 
 Convenient drying

 
 
 

BODY MIST SPRAY 
For extra love with

 4 essential oils
 
 

NOTEBOOK 
To get  thoughts on paper

 
 
 

MAKEUP REMOVER WIPES
For easier self care


